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Abstract. Nowadays, several advanced control systems are developed to assist drivers
and enhance vehicle comfort and safety. Among these sophisticated systems technologies,
the tire-condition and its status predictors showed significant progress. In this paper, a
neural network model to detect tire wear for motorsport vehicles is implemented. The
system used a hardware parallel processor (FPGA) to run it on a real-time basis. Also
discuss a method for efficiently running neural networks on FPGAs by utilizing the FP-
GA’s ability to parallelize a large portion of the execution. It concludes that an FPGA
is the most suitable hardware structure for building a neural network. However, there
are two major limitations in the design’s flexibility as it is currently implemented. First,
the neural network layout is fixed in the FPGA design. Second, for practical reasons, the
weights from the second hidden layer to the output were hard-coded.
Keywords: FPGA, Tire wear, Neural network, Parallel processing

1. Introduction. Generally, the tire has a ring shape. It surrounds the rim of the wheel
to offer traction on the road. It transports the vehicle mass from the axle to the ground
via the wheel [1]. Tires are designed in such a way that they can bear the load of the
vehicle. The tire comprises various materials, including carbon black, wire, fabric, natural
rubber, synthetic rubber, and different chemical components. It is composed of body and
tread. The body offers inclusion for the compressed air mass, while the tread provides
traction [2].

However, the tire is the only part of the vehicle touching the road [3]. Therefore, the
driver should timely monitor the tire performance to maintain safety. In contrast, the
layman might not know when a tire is going to wear out. If the tire is unreplaced in
time, there might be fire chances, heavy damage, and might cause accidents. A device
or a mobile application must be developed to avoid such fatal situations, known when a
tire is worn out [4]. The tire contains tread, which is one of the essential elements to be
considered to check whether the tire is worn out or not. Treadwear happens due to the
usual touch with the road [5]. Abnormal tread wear has several types that yield owing to
poor alignment of the wheel, gravel roads, rocky terrains, rough terrains, over-inflation,
under-inflation, unbalanced wheels, rubber degradation, and other parameters [1]. A 4-
digit number that represents the date of tire manufacture is printed on the tire. For
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example, the tire will expire after six years from that date unless the rubber degrades or
results in accidents. If the tire is punctured 4 or 5 times, it is considered to wear out and
replaced. The tire should be properly fitted, inflated, and balanced on to the car. If the
tire is not parked correctly or rubber degrades, cracks or bulges occur, which causes tire
burst and leads to fatal accidents [1,3].
Vehicle efficiency, comfort, steering, braking, and acceleration are adversely impacted

due to improperly maintained tires. Besides, defective or inadequately maintained tires
contribute to the death of about 6,000 people annually [6,7]. Furthermore, harsh envi-
ronments and time cause the rubber to lose compliance and become inelastic. This tire
condition leads to loss of control and increases the risk of catastrophic failure [8]. Unfor-
tunately, just a few drivers regularly check their tire condition.
In contrast, the risks of improper inflation are aware by vehicle owners and continuously

drive their vehicles with low inflated tires [9]. Furthermore, they forego tire inspection,
and they did not know risks such as cracking, oxidation, and tire aging due to lesser-known
issues [6,7]. Therefore, using easy-to-use tire-inspection systems reduces driver awareness
and the risk of a blowout or sudden material separation and enhances compliance with
proper tire-replacement timing.
For example, Formula One racing is a form of motorsport that takes place, managing

tire conditions and race strategies play a vital role in the success of teams during a race
weekend. With different tire compounds of choice that vary in expected durability and
speed at each weekend, teams must plan how they will utilize the different tire compounds
to be the quickest they can. This can lead to differences between one-stop pit strategies,
where drivers utilize only two sets of tires as required by the Formula 1 racing regulations,
and two-stop pit strategies, where drivers push harder on each tire set but stop and utilize
an additional set of tires. Being able to bring the most out of the tire compounds is
important for gaining these precious seconds from strategy alone; thus, it is important for
teams to track the condition of their tires throughout the race [10].
In this paper, a tire degradation neural network model is developed for motorsport

teams to be able to evaluate tire conditions during a race for all drivers when considering
race strategy.
The following summarizes the arrangement of this article. The second section provides

an introduction to the history of neural networks. The hardware implementation on FPGA
is detailed in the third and fourth parts. The fifth part focuses on the outcomes of our
proposal network. The sixth part discusses the conclusion and future efforts.

2. Neural Network. Neural networks are a machine learning method for attempting
to learn how to predict an output based on a series of linear functions with associated
parameters which can be learned based on training examples [11-16].
A neural network consists of multiple layers: an input layer, an output layer, and

one or more hidden layers. Each layer consists of nodes where values are evaluated and
accumulated. For the input layer, the nodes consist of the input values provided for the
neural network. For the hidden and output layers, the value at the node is a result of a
linear function on the values of the nodes from the previous layer. Consider the following
Figure 1 for a single node [17].
Each node in the previous layer holds a value xi and for each connection to the next

layer a weight associated with the pair of nodes wi. Additionally, the node is currently
looking at having an associated bias value b. To evaluate the value at the current node,
the sum of the product wi · xi for all of the nodes in the previous layer and add the bias
value b.
Hidden layers of the neural network additionally tend to have activation functions as-

sociated with the nodes. Activation functions are an additional operation on the previous
sum to obtain the final value at the node. In the case of Figure 1, it is shown the image
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Figure 1. Image of a single node and the connections from the previous
layer to the current node

that a sign activation function is utilized at this layer. Based on the previously calculated
value, the sign function would return a 1 if the value was positive and 0 otherwise [18].
This type of activation function would likely be utilized in a binary classification problem
at the output node. Another type of activation function commonly utilized is a ReLU
function. These activation functions are often used to capture more complex behavior of
equations with the neural network layout.

For the purpose of this work, we attempt to present a method for running neural
networks on FPGAs efficiently using the ability of the FPGA to parallelize a large portion
of the execution.

3. Neural Network on FPGA. The FPGA type ALTERA Cyclone V equipment is a
single-die system on a chip (SoC) that is composed of two portions – a hard processor
system (HPS) part and an FPGA part [19]. Neural network usually consists of three layers,
input, middle (hidden) and output layer [11]. The second layer was far wider than the
other layers, so all calculations are parallelized along this middle layer. Each node in the
second layer, referred to as the Middle Layer, was responsible for multiplying the weights
for all the corresponding inputs and summing these values with a bias value. Then this
sum needed to be multiplied by all the weights from the Middle Layer node to the third
layer node. To corral all this calculation for each Middle Layer node we merged into one
module called the neural net middle (NNM). NNM effectively takes in as many inputs as
there are nodes in the first layer and outputs as many signals as there are nodes in the
third layer. Each NNM module consisted of a fixed-point multiplier that was responsible
for computing all the multiplications. A single multiplier for each NNM module is utilized
because that unsure of how many nodes would be in the Middle Layer [20-22].

The multipliers and the rest of the calculations on the FPGA were conducted with multi
fixed point because the DSP blocks that held the multipliers were limited to a resolution
of 27 bits. All the calculations happened with the help of a state machine that covered
shortly in the next section.

One of the significant challenges to implementing a neural net in hardware is having
a fast solution for storing and reading weights for the neural net. Each NNM module is
responsible for storing one 1 bias value, the weights corresponding to the first layer nodes,
and the weights from the Middle Layer node to the third layer nodes. To account for all
these weights, an M10K RAM block is implemented within each module to store all the
nodes [23]. The address counter was implemented in such a way that the counter would
overflow after reaching a value that corresponded to the index of the last weight in the
M10K block. Writing to the M10K block happens in the first state and the values are
read from the M10K block at every subsequent state.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the state machine inside NNM consists of seven separate
parts. The write weights stage is where the weights are written into the RAM module.
Stall Cycle I and Stall Cycle II are used to handle the two-cycle read delay for the M10K
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Figure 2. The state machine used in the NNM module

RAM. Note that address counter is at zero in Stall Cycle I and is incremented in both
Stall Cycle I and Stall Cycle II. So, the data at address 0 can be read the cycle after
Stall Cycle II, and every weight can be read in order in all the subsequent cycles as well
because address counter is incremented every cycle. Read bias value is the stage right
after Stall Cycle II and that is where the data at address 0, which holds the bias is read
into a register. The compute multiplies and add to bias part of the diagram consists of as
many cycles as there are inputs to the neural network. In each of these cycles, one of the
multiplies corresponding to the input and its weight is computed in a single cycle using
the multiplier. The product is also added to the running sum that includes the bias value
within the same cycle and stored in the register that initially held the bias value. Once
all the sums are computed, the second set of multiplies corresponding to the third layer is
computed in multiple cycles, but each multiply is written to an output that corresponds
to each node in the third layer. Within the first cycle of these calculations however, the
ReLU operation for the Middle Layer is computed. If the sum is less than zero, then the
register holding the sum has a zero written to it, which will be used in all subsequent
calculations. Once the calculations are complete, a done signal is raised and the neural
net waits for the next set of actions.
The NNM module was initially unit tested by using the address counter to write the

value of the address at each address in the write weights stage. Then the outputs of the
NNM module were checked on ModelSim for varying number of first layer and third layer
nodes to ensure that the outputs corresponded to the values written into the RAM.

4. HPS to Neural Net. One advantage of using this technique to stream values in from
the HPS is that the FPGA counters can be controlled from the HPS while the counters
still run on the FPGA clock. Using a rising edge to enable allowed us to precisely trigger
exactly when each operation in the FPGA would happen without having to mix or gate
clock signals. The ready signal shown in Figure 3 is used as a rising edge triggered signal.
When the FPGA writes output to the data line and raises the valid signal, the HPS can
go in and read the data, set new inputs, and raise the ready signal. And when the ready
signal is raised, the FPGA triggers all the state machine to go back to their initial state
and begin computing on a new value [24,25].
Finally, the 16-bit color graphics primitives’ example available on [14] was used as

the base for all Verilog implementation. This example came with the SDRAM and VGA
subsystem setup in the Qsys tool and writing to the VGA display involves first writing
to the SDRAM. The VGA subsystem reads data written to the SDRAM and outputs it
on the VGA display. The color information of each pixel was represented over two bytes,
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Figure 3. The signals travelling between the HPS and the FPGA

and each pixel’s data is stored sequentially in the SDRAM. Since the VGA display is a
640× 480 resolution display, the location of a specific pixel’s data within the contiguous
chunk of memory is determined by the expression: ((640 ∗ y + x) << 1) where y and x
represent the pixel coordinates.

5. Results. Figure 4 shows the compilation report for the final design implemented on
the FPGA. The most apparent thing from the report is that the number adaptive logic
module (ALM) usage is almost at eighty percent. Second iteration, which consisted of a
large design, used approximately the same amount of ALMs. If relied on a more aggres-
sive design, it is likely that used to overextended the number of ALMs available on the
Cyclone V SOC. Nevertheless, the design was able to properly read in the various weights
and provide the necessary computations for the neural net. The output of the FPGA
neural network matched the MATLAB program to six decimal places, so we were able
to reach a high level of precision with this system. Also, the design computed values at
a deterministic thirty-seven clock cycles, which on a 50 MHz system is certainly in the
realm of real-time computation. Any measurements did not take of the runtime on the
FPGA because the HPS interactions themselves would have contributed to most of the
noise in the system, which in and of itself is a testament to the speed of the design.

While the design for the neural network model is developed with processing speed of
the inputs, the time calculation has also been taken into account to process inputs.

Figure 4. The FPGA compilation report
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This paper was designed around returning results on a lap-by-lap basis rather than
real-time. Rather, the speed of the FPGA model is throttled by delaying when the inputs
are fed into the neural network such that the results of the simulation are viewable at
an appropriate rate. As long as the results are returned to us in a timely manner, for
the purposes of this work this was sufficient. The important target not only chases for
perfectly optimal execution of inputs, but rather a sufficiently parallel and functional
design for implementing the neural network on the FPGA.
The system displayed the results on two locations: the terminal and the VGA. As

a result of the simulation being run, every lap is displayed with information about the
current lap number, if it is raining or not, and for the driver being followed: their previous
tire degradation, if they took a pit stop, and if they did not finish the race. An example
of a lap with a driver taking a pit stop is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. A pit stop has been taken for different drivers.

Driver Lap number Lap time (s) Total time (s)
The percentage

of tire degradation
MOH 5 94.045 470.225 99%
OMR 5 98.453 492.265 98%
SUZ 5 115.092 575.46 83%
ALI 5 93.213 466.065 99%
JUL 5 100.878 504.39 89%
LAI 5 91.332 456.66 99%
SAM 5 105.766 528.83 82%

When the selected driver does not finish, a flag is set to display the user that the driver
is out of the race.
As seen in Table 2, the scoreboard displays the driver initials, the lap number, the lap

time, total time, and the current tire degradation. In addition to this terminal output that
updates every lap, the monitor is updated from graphing on the VGA the tire degradation
of the driver selected as seen here. Note that whenever a pit stop is taken, tire degradation
immediately jumps to 100% as the driver now has fresh new tires. The tire degradation
was verified with the expected tire degradation of the MATLAB model and was found to
be a match for the columns we selected for different tires in different laps, demonstrating
correct functionality.

Table 2. Different drivers do not finish the race.

Driver Lap number Lap time (s) Total time (s)
The percentage

of tire degradation
DAW 16 71.872 1149.952 28%
RAN 16 72.563 1161.008 20%
YAS 16 71.443 1143.088 55%
JAF 16 70.505 1128.08 35%
ZAI 16 70.550 1128.8 58%
LAM 16 71.112 1137.792 25%
JWA 16 71.496 1143.936 54%

Another important note is that the plot shows tire degradation being negative here.
This can be attributed to the fact that tire degradation estimations predict when tires
should be changed and 0% corresponds to when pit stops are expected to be taken, not
when tires are fully worn. This discrepancy means that sometimes drivers may continue
extra laps even on subpar tires based on differences in strategy from NNM model.
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6. Conclusion. At the end of this work, there are some point summarizing this manu-
script.

1) Able to predict labeling equation for tire degradation much better than originally
expected.

2) Both the ability of the neural network model in MATLAB to be able to reach such
a high accuracy in prediction level for a regression model and the FPGA predictions
being essentially equal to those from the MATLAB model.

3) Reduce the serial portions of state machine significantly by using many and more mul-
tipliers. That concludes, an FPGA the most suitable hardware structure for building
a neural network.

4) Rather, a programmable hardware system with a large array of multipliers and adders
would have been optimal for this work. While ASICs that are capable of such a design
exist, they are often hardwired not as extensible as an FPGA.

5) However, there are two main limitations in the flexibility of this design in how this was
currently implemented. First, the layout of the neural network is fixed in the FPGA
design; therefore, the activation functions and number of nodes or layers cannot be
adjusted without also adjusting the FPGA implementation. Second, the weights from
the second hidden layer to the output were hard-coded for practical purposes, as the
design intended to be static once implemented. While a new model could be trained
on a different set of races and new weights can be obtained, the hard-coded weights in
the FPGA implementation would have to be adjusted accordingly.
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